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Trip to go by
　　　Train & Bus



Hida Course ¥10,110
¥9,090

¥11,610
¥10,590

Child
¥20,130
¥18,090
¥23,130
¥21,090

AdultType
TypeA
TypeB
TypeA
TypeB

Course

Shirasagi Course

Toyama

Unazuki Onsen
Toyama Chiho Railroad

Shinano-
Omachi

Tateyama Kurobe
Alpine Route

Matsumoto

Oito Line

Nakatsugawa

Nagoya

Kyoto

Osaka

Gifu

Gero

Takayama

Hida-Furukawa

Takayama Line

Hokuriku Line

Chuo Line

Meitetsu

Centrair
（Chubu Centrair International Airport,Nagoya）

Haneda Airport
（Tokyo International Airport）

Ｎａｒｉｔａ International Airport

Kansai
International Airport

Limited Express
Wide View Shinano

Limited Express
Shirasagi Limited Express

Wide View Hida

Limited Express Wide View Hida

Tateyama

Tokyo

Limited Express Wide View Shinano
Limited Express Shirasagi

*This ticket does not cover travel between Chubu Centrair International Airport and Nagoya.
 A separate ticket will be required.

■Price〈Departure from Nagoya〉

■Period sold:
April to late November (2013, April 
1 to November 23) 
■Period of validity (2013):
April 16 to November 30 - ticket 
cannot be used between April 27 to 
May 6, and August 11 to 20 / Valid 
for 8 days from start of travel
■Tickets sold at:
Main JR stations around Nagoya, 
and large travel agents
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Travel with the Tateyama
Kurobe Alpine Ticket!

Details of the tickets are shown on the last page.

■2 courses, 2 types
　Choose from 4 routes
Between Nagoya and Toyama, two routes are available: the 
Hida Course on the Takayama Line (use of the Limited 
Express wide view Hida available), and the Shirasagi Course 
on the Hokuriku Line (use of the Limited Express Shirasagi 
available). Between Nagoya and Shinano-Omachi, both of 
these use the Chuo and Oito Lines (use of the Limited 
Express wide view Shinano available). Type A and Type B 
tickets differ depending on which parts of the Toyama 
Chiho Railroad can be used. The Type A goes as far as 
Unazuki Onsen. You can choose either Nagoya → Toyama 
→ Shinano-Omachi → Nagoya, or the other direction, from 
Nagoya → Shinano-Omachi → Toyama → Nagoya. 

■Why is this convenient for
　 travel in the Chubu Region? 
(�ILULÄ[�VM�[OL�;H[L`HTH�2\YVIL�(SWPUL�;PJRL[�PZ�[OH[�HZ�SVUN�
as you do not backtrack, you can get off not only on the 
Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route, but in the following areas: 
Toyama; between Gifu and Hida Furukawa on the Takayama 
Line; between Nakatsugawa and Seba on the Chuo Line; 
and between Shinano-Omachi and Matsumoto on the Oito 
Line. In this section are Takayama, Gero, Matsumoto, Kisoji, 
and other sightseeing locations famous in the Chubu region. 
This ticket lets you enjoy most of what the Chubu Region has 
to offer, including the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route. 

■What sort of ticket is this?
This is a round-ticket for travelling through the 
Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route, the approximately 90 
km spectacular route through the steep peaks of the 
Northern Alps connecting Toyama, located along the 
coast of the Sea of Japan, and Omachi, located in the 
Shinshu region. Reserved seats on the ordinary cars of 
the limited express trains on the JR Line are available 
for the round trip to and from the Alpine Route. Visitors 
may get off and on as many times as they wish as long 
as they do not backtrack. No stopovers can be made 
PU�HYLHZ�V[OLY�[OHU�[OVZL�ZWLJPÄLK�MVY�LHJO�[`WL�

*Details listed here are based upon information as of July 2013.

Japan's Chubu region has many diverse 
sightseeing spots. One of the most popular of 
these is the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route, with 
its beautiful nature set against a stunning 
landscape. Why not enjoy the spectacular views 
of the Alpine Route by train? While enjoying the 
views from the window, you can visit major 
attractions in the Chubu Region by stopping off 
at will along the way. 

For individual travelers, the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine 
Ticket is recommended for the Tateyama Kurobe 
Alpine Route. This is a special round-trip excursion 
ticket that combines tickets for JR trains and different 
forms of transport on the Alpine Route. It lets you 
conveniently stop off at attractions along the way.
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Meitetsu Nagoya Station and JR Nagoya Station adjoin each other. 
However, Meitetsu Nagoya Station is underground, whereas JR 
Nagoya is on the surface, so ensure you check guide maps and 
signs. Using the North Exit is convenient for JR Nagoya Station. 
After arriving from Centrair International Airport, walk towards the 
front of the train and climb the stairs to get to the North Exit.

After arriving at JR Nagoya Station, buy your Tateyama Kurobe 
Alpine Ticket at the ticket counter.  Major international credit cards 
are also accepted. For reserved seats, please book a reserved seat 
on ordinary cars for limited express trains for outbound travel when 
purchasing the ticket. For the return train, please make a request at 
the time of purchasing the ticket or at the departure station of the 
ticket, stations in the vicinity, or at major JR stations beyond the 
Alpine Route (seat reservations cannot be made with seat 
reservation machines for this ticket). Tickets are in Japanese, so if 
you have any concerns, please ask station staff. 

Note: Meitetsu Nagoya Station has an elevator from the platform to the Central Exit.

From Chubu Centrair International Airport
[V�19�5HNV`H�:[H[PVU

Going to the platform and
boarding the train

Buy your tickets at
19�5HNV`H�:[H[PVU

When using the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Ticket, the starting point is JR 
Nagoya Station. After arriving at Chubu Centrair International Airport, travel 
to Nagoya. Use the Meitetsu Limited Express Line to travel from Chubu 
Centrair International Airport within the airport access plaza to Nagoya 
:[H[PVU��;OL�ɤ:2@�[HRLZ����TPU\[LZ��HUK�[OL�SPTP[LK�L_WYLZZ����TPU\[LZ�
to travel from Chubu Centrair International Airport Station (within the 
airport access plaza) to Nagoya Station. Tickets are ¥850, and when using 
[OL�ɤ:2@�HUK�[OL�ZWLJPHS�ÄYZ[�JSHZZ�JHYZ�VM�[OL�SPTP[LK�L_WYLZZ��H�ZLWHYH[L�
fee of ¥350 will also be charged. The price of the ticket from the airport to 
Nagoya Station is not included in the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Ticket. 

For a reserved seat,
separate reserved
tickets are required.

Takayama Line
This route starts from Gifu, and then passes through 
Gero and Takayama to Toyama. From Nagoya, the 
Limited Express Wide View Hida connects directly. From 
the train, you can enjoy the beauty of canyons along 
rivers deep in the mountains. The Limited Express Wide 
View Hida makes four round trips to/from Toyama every 
day, and for the Hida course, it is recommended that you 
make plans as to where you wish to get off and on.

Chuo & Oito Line
This is the main route linking Nagoya and Nagano. 
Between Nakatsugawa and Shiojiri, you can enjoy the 
sights of canyons, and from Shiojiri onwards, views of the 
Japan Alps. The Oito Line runs between Shinano-Omachi 
and Matsumoto, and from Matsumoto, change to/from 
the Limited Express Wide View Shinano. Please note that 
for the Limited Express Wide View Shinano, Matsumoto 
PZ�UV[�P[Z�ÄUHS�KLZ[PUH[PVU�

Toyama Chiho Railroad
This is a Toyama regional rail company, with a line 
that heads from Toyama over the Alpine Route to 
Tateyama, and one that goes to Unazuki Onsen. 
Unazuki Onsen is a popular hot springs resort area, 
and here you can switch to the Kurobe Gorge 
Railway observation cars. With the Type A Tateyama 
Kurobe Alpine Ticket, you can freely switch to the 
section to Unazuki Onsen.

After buying your ticket, as the 
departure time approaches, pass 
through the ticket gates and go to 
the platform. JR Nagoya Station 
has both Shinkansen and local 
(non-Shinkansen) ticket gates. Go 
to the local (non-Shinkansen) 
t icket gate indicated with “JR 
Lines.” This also has automatic 

ticket gates. However, these will 
not accept the Tateyama Kurobe 
Alpine Ticket, so please show your 
ticket to the ticket inspector at the 
staffed ticket gate. After passing 
through the ticket gates, check 
from which platform your train will 
depart, then go to that platform. 
C h e c k  t h e  n o t i c e s  o n  e a c h  

platform regarding the trains and 
the doors for each car. Please note 
that the Limited Expresses Wide 
View Hida and Wide View Shinano 
d o  n o t  s e l l  f o o d  o r  d r i n k s  
on-board. We suggest making 
purchases of food and drink from 
vendors on the concourse or 
platform.

!"#$%&'()*+()*$,



Luggage Storage at Automatic Coin Lockers
Most major JR and other railway stations in Japan have automatic coin 
lockers. Most lockers are small-sized, with a limited number of large-sized 
lockers capable of holding suitcases, available only at main stations. 
+\YPUN�I\Z`�WLYPVKZ��P[�TH`�IL�KPMÄJ\S[�[V�ÄUK�HU�LTW[`�SVJRLY��
Furthermore, small stations such as Narai Station do not have coin lockers.
Prices depend on locker sizes: ¥300, ¥400, and ¥500 for small, medium, 
and large sizes, respectively. Time limits will vary depending on the station, 
but daily charges will usually apply after the second day.

Put the luggage in the locker. Insert the amount 
shown. Most lockers accept ¥100 coins only.
Close the locker and lock with the key.
Remove the key and take it with you.
The key will have the locker number on it.

How to Use

*For lockers at big stations, you should make a note of the locker locations,
 as there might be several locker areas within the same station.

❶

❷
❸
❹

Luggage while sightseeing

Nagoya
名古屋

Gifu
岐阜

Gero
下呂

Takayama
高山

Hida-Furukawa
飛騨古川

Toyama
富山
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Takayama

Hida-Furukawa

Toyama

Gero City Tourist Information　www.city.gero.lg.jp/kankou/data/language/e/

Takayama City Tourist Information　www.hida.jp/english/

Toyama City Tourist Guide　www8.city.toyama.toyama.jp/kanko/english/www8.city.toyama.toyama.jp/kanko/english/

Toyama

Takayama

富山

Access from Takayama

Shirakawa-go
World Heritage Site

世界遺産 白川郷

高山

Gero 下呂

　　　　　　　　　　　You can also get off the train part way through the route.
The limited express Wide View Hida will stop at stations indicated with       .
The many appealing sightseeing spots provide more variety for your trip.

Gero has been a famous onsen (hot springs) site for more 
than 1,000 years, and nothing says onsen like a street of 
ryokan hotels along a river. In the city there are several 
places offering foot onsens, where visitors can sit and 
relax, soaking their feet for free.

Dubbed “Little Kyoto,” castle town Takayama is one of 
Japan’s beautiful ancient cities. Its San-machi district is an 
old business area where visitors can view the charm of the 
wooden row houses on narrow streets. Here you can enjoy 
a range of local products, including famous Hida beef, sake 
rice wine, and handcrafts.

Toyama is the gateway to the Alpine Route and if viewing 
this in one day, it is a good idea to spend the night in 
Toyama. Seafood from Toyama Bay is not only renowned 
but varied. Popular local specialty black ramen is also worth 
trying.

One of Japan's UNESCO World Heritage Sites, this farming 
v i l lage is  we l l  known for  i ts  rows of  reed- thatched 
gassho-zukuri (A-frame) houses. The village presents a 
different face throughout the year — cherry blossoms in 
spring, rice paddies in summer, and the colors of autumn.

If using a Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Ticket, select the Hida Course 
for access from Takayama. From Takayama Nohi Bus Center 
next to Takayama Railway Station, take the Nohi Bus. The bus 
runs 8 or 9 times a day, and only those three that go through 
Shirakawa to Kanazawa can be reserved. The ride takes 
approximately 50 minutes, and costs ¥4,300 for a round trip (if 
purchased in advance).

Shirakawa-go Tourist Information　www.shirakawa-go.org/english/

Nohi Bus　www.nouhibus.co.jp/english/index.html

The many appealing sightseeing spots provide more variety for your trip.

Takayama
Nohi Bus Center

(Bus stop)

Paid parking
Coin lockers Tourist

Information

Koban
(police box)

JR
Takayama

Station
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%&'(

*Details listed here are based upon information as of July 2013.4



This service forwards your luggage,
so you can enjoy the Alpine Route without worry.

When traveling the Tateyama Alpen Route, 
instead of taking your larger items of luggage 
along with you, this service sends it ahead 
for you, so you can fully enjoy your sightseeing. 
In addition to between Toyama and Omachi, 
this service also covers the Midagahara 
Hotel (Midagahara) and Hotel Tateyama 
(Murodo) within restricted periods. 

Baggage Delivery Service Across the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route
Baggage
deposit
and
pickup
point

Charges

Dentetsu Toyama Station, Tateyama Station
Unazuki Onsen and Toyama City Hotels*Toyama side

Alps Roman Kan (Next to JR Shinano-Omachi
Station) Omachi Onsenkyo Hotels*

Midagahara Hotel, Hotel Tateyama

Omachi side

On the
Alpine Route

�:LY]PJL�SPTP[LK�[V�ZWLJPÄJ�HJJVTTVKH[PVU�PU�<UHa\RP�6UZLU��;V`HTH�*P[ �̀�HUK�6THJOP�6UZLUR`V�
¥1,200 to ¥1,700 (differs depending on route section)

JR Shinano-
Omachi Station

Alps
Roman
Kan

Matsumoto→←Hakuba

Alps Roman Kan next
to Shinano-Omachi Station

!"#$%"&"'()*+,$'-./01$'2+)#$

Time
required

(distance) 60min.
（34㎞）

7min.
（1.3㎞）

Dentetsu
Toyama

Tateyama
Station
475m

Bijodaira
977m

Midagahara
1,930m

Mt.Tateyama
3,015m

Tengudaira
2,300m

Murodo
2,450m

30min.
（15㎞）

20min.
（8㎞）

10min.
（3.7㎞）

1 2 3 4 5

You may get on an add
any multiple times.

Mt.Tateyama
3,015m

JR Toyama Station

South Exit

Dentetsu Toyama Station

Toyama Chitetsu
Ticket Center

Under
construction

JR→Toyama Chiho Railroad;
transfer at Toyama Station

Bijodaira

Midagahara
The Snow Corridor

Murodo

Tateyama Highland Bus

Dentetsu-Toyama

Tateyama Station

Tateyama Cable Car

Start point for the Toyama, and 
end point for the Nagano Alpine 
Route

Nearby sights
●Shomyou-taki Sightseeing Bus

Transfer here between the cable car 
and the Tateyama Highland Bus.

Nearby sights
●Bijosugi (Beautiful Woman Cedar)
●Bijodaira walking track
   (Bunazaka,Bunadaira)

Nearby sights
●Midagahara
●Tateyama Caldera
　Observatory
●Ichinotani
●Shishigahana

Murodo Station is the terminal for the 
Highlands bus and tunnel trolley bus, and 
features a full range of restaurants, coffee 
shops, and viewing terraces.

From Bijodaira, through Midagahara and 
Tengudaira to Murodo, the bus travels a 
distance of 23 km in 50 minutes, passing 
over ranges 1,500 meters in height.

The cable car climbs up to 
500 meters, and from the 
windows, you can see 
pi les of special stones 
called zaimoku-ishi that 
looks  jus t  l i ke  ro l l i ng  
lumber.

Toyama
Chiho Railroad

(CHITETSU)

Tateyama
Cable Car

Tateyama Highland Bus

●For the Alpine Route section, present your Tateyama Kubobe Alpine Ticket and receive a ticket for the Alpine Route, and use these together.
- If starting from Toyama —Receive the ticket at Tateyama Station or Dentetsu Toyama Station. At this time, you need to reserve your place on the Tateyama cable car, and the departure time will be printed on your ticket.
- If starting from Omachi — Receive the ticket at Kurobeko Station. At this time, you need to reserve your place on the Kurobe cable car, and the departure time will be printed on your ticket.
●6U�[OPZ�[YPW��`V\�TH`�HSPNO[�MYVT�[OL�;H[L`HTH�/PNOSHUK�)\Z�H[�4PKHNHOHYH�HUK�;LUN\KHPYH��/V^L]LY��ZLH[PUN�VU�I\ZLZ�PZ�SPTP[LK��[OLYLMVYL�^OLU�NL[[PUN�VMM�[OL�ÄYZ[�I\Z��`V\�ULLK�[V�YLZLY]L�H�ZLH[�
with the driver on the next bus.
●Between Bijodaira and Ogisawa, luggage in excess of 10 kg will incur a separate charge. Each item will be charged ¥100 to ¥300. For details, please ask station staff.

Nearby sights
●Mikuri-ga-ike
●Jigokudani
●The Snow Corridor
●Tateyama Tamadono Spring

Dentetsu-Toyama
電鉄富山

Tateyama Station
立山駅

Bijodaira
美女平

Nearby sights

Midagahara
弥陀ヶ原

Tengudaira
天狗平

Murodo
室堂
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We have published a guidebook that brings together the sights 
and attractions of the nine prefectures that make up the 
Shoryudo area. We hope you keep this handy when traveling in 
these areas. This can be obtained at the Shoryudo Tourist 
Information Center in the International arrival lounge at Chubu 
Centrair International Airport.

Recommended Information
SHORYUDO TOP 100 Year-Round
Tourist Destinations This is a card for overseas guests that offers 

ZWLJPHS�WYVTV[PVUZ�H[�TVYL�[OHU�����HMÄSPH[LK�
shops, restaurants, bars, and other tourist 
facilities throughout the Shoryudo area. This can 
be obtained at the Shoryudo Tourist Information 
Center in the International arrival lounge at Chubu 
Centrair International Airport.

SHORYUDO Welcome Card

Daikanbo
2,316m

Kurobedaira
1,828m

Kurobeko
1,455m

Kurobe Dam
1,470m

Kurobe Dam

Mt.Akazawatake
2,678m

Ogizawa
1,433m

Shinano-Omachi

7min.
（1.7㎞）

5min.
（0.8㎞）

Approx.15min.
（0.6㎞）

16min.
（6.1㎞）

40min.
（18㎞）

6 7 8 9 10

Getting on and off is limited to
Shinano-Omachi, Omachi Onsenkyo,
Hinatayama Kogen, and Ogisawa.

　

Kurobeko sta.

KurobeDam sta.

Kanden Tunnel Trolley Bus

Tateyama Tunnel Trolley Bus

Tateyama Ropeway

Kurobe Dam

Daikanbo

Ogizawa

Kurobedaira/
Kurobe Cable Car

The road cleared of snow 
creates The Snow Corrido 
between Tengudaira and 
Murodo.

The stat ion juts out  over  the 
precipice. The observatory provides 
an unparalleled view of the Alpine 
Route.

Nearby sights
●Kurobedaira Park
●Alpine Plant Observatory An aerial route between Daikanbo and Kurobedaira. A “moving 

observatory” that overlooks Kurobe Lake and provides stunning 
360° views of the Tateyama range of mountains.

At 186 meters high, this is Japan’s highest arch dam - a 
breathtaking sight from the observatory. Additionally, the dam 
is drained from late June through to Mid October, and you can 
enjoy the spectacular views from close up. 

Overhead wires in the tunnel 
provide electricity to drive the 
trolley bus.

Runn ing  th rough  an  
underground tunnel, it is 
unaffected by snow.

Start point for the Nagano and end 
point for the Toyama Alpine Route. A 
spacious station with a number of 
restaurants and souvenir shops.

Wa l k i n g  a l o n g ,  y o u  c a n  s e e  t h e  
picturesque scenery of Kurobe Lake and 
[OL�THNUPÄJLUJL�VM�2\YVIL�+HT�

Nearby sights
●Lakefront walking path
●Kurobe Lake Cruise Ship Garve 
●Kanpa-dani Bridge
●Kurobe Dam

Pass through the tunnel dug 
for transporting construction 
materials when the Kurobe 
Dam was built.

Tateyama Tunnel
Trolley Bus

Tateyama Ropeway

Kurobe
Cable Car

Kanden Tunnel
Trolley Bus

　Local Bus
・Alpico Kotsu
・Kanden Amenix

Legend Shops Refreshment facilities Restaurants Information Coin lockers Observation facilities

Shinano-Omachi
信濃大町

10

Daikanbo
大観峰

Kurobedaira
黒部平

Kurobeko
黒部湖

on
foot

Kurobe Dam
黒部ダム

Ogizawa
扇沢
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On sale is a set for overseas visitors, comprising the JR Tokai IC Card (TOICA), 
Transportation Bureau City of Nagoya’s 1 Day Bus & Subway Combination Ticket, and a 
4LP[L[Z\�ɤ;PJRL[�JV\WVU�[OH[�JHU�IL�\ZLK�MVY�H�KPZJV\U[�VU�4LP[L[\Z�ɤ�;PJRL[Z�IL[^LLU�
Chubu Centrair International Airport and Meitetsu Nagoya Station and other routes.
●Price: ¥2,600　　●Limit of one set per person
●Purchase from: Meitetsu Travel Plaza within the Access Plaza 
　at Chubu Centrair International Airport

SHORYUDO Enjoy Ticket Set
The Limousine shuttle bus that directly links Chubu 
Centrair International Airport and the Nagoya 
city-center area (Sakae, Fushimi) carries out 4 
return trips every day.
●Travel time: 48 - 76 min.　　●4 return trips/day
●Fare (one way): Adult ¥1,000, Child ¥500
●Operating until: December 31, 2013

Centrair Limousine Operating
http://go-centraljapan.jp/en/special/shoryudo/index.html searchsearchJapan Shoryudo

Shinano-Omachi
信濃大町

Matsumoto
松本

Narai
奈良井

Kiso-Fukushima
木曽福島

Nakatsugawa
中津川

Nagoya
名古屋

Seba
洗馬
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Omachi Tourist Association　kanko-omachi.gr.jp/english/

Matsumoto City Sightseeing Portal  http://welcome.city.matsumoto.nagano.jp/

Kisoji Tourist Site  http://www.kisoji.com/english/index.html

Nagoya Tourist Information   http://www.nagoya-info.jp/en/

Omachi

Matsumoto

Narai

名古屋

大町

松本

奈良井

Nagoya

Omachi is at the Nagano entrance to the Alpine Route. This is a 
well-known tourist spot at the foot of the Northern Alps. Between 
Ogizawa and the Omachi town center is the Omachi Onsenkyo (hot 
ZWYPUNZ���^OLYL�`V\�JHU�LUQV`�THNUPÄJLU[�]PL^Z�VM�[OL�5VY[OLYU�
Alps while soaking away your fatigue from the trip.

The symbol of Matsumoto is Matsumoto Castle, a national 
treasure. Its keep is original, and the oldest in Japan, just as it 
was in the Warring States period 400 years ago. Popular 
walking spots include Nakamachi-dori, the Matsumoto Art 
M u s e u m ,  a n d  t h e  K a i c h i  
School Museum.

The Town Sneaker bus service 
is convenient, with four routes 
within the city.

One of the main posts along the important Edo Period Nakasendo 
Highway. Wooden buildings line the 1-km-long road, and the old 
wooden bridge remains, retaining the atmosphere of the Edo Period.

As the largest city in the Chubu Region, Nagoya is a 
good starting point for travel in this area. It is also the 
site of the Chubu Centrair International Airport, which 
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domestic locations. Here, you can see Nagoya castle, 
redolent with history and the air of military command. 
You can also enjoy unique Nagoya-meshi (Nagoya-style 
cuisine) such as tebasaki (Japanese-style Fried Chicken) 
and hitsumabusi (grilled eel on rice).

　　　　　　　　　　　You can also get off the train part way through the route.
The limited express Wide View Shinano will stop at stations indicated with       .
You can transfer to a local train to go to stations at which the limited express does not stop.
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July & August

-For reserved seats, please book a reserved seat on ordinary cars for limited express trains for outbound travel when purchasing the ticket. For the return 
train, please make a request at the time of purchasing the ticket or at the departure station of the ticket, stations in the vicinity, or at major JR stations 
beyond the Alpine Route (seat reservations cannot be made with seat reservation machines for this ticket).
-No change of travel area or use with other discounts.
-With the Hida Course (Via Takayama Line /Chuo Line), stopovers may be made limited to the following areas: Toyama; between Gifu and Hida Furukawa on 
the Takayama Line; between Nakatsugawa and Seba on the Chuo Line; and between Shinano-Omachi and Matsumoto on the Oito Line.
 With the Shirasagi Course, stopovers may be made limited to the following areas: Toyama; between Nakatsugawa and Seba on the Chuo Line; and 
between Shinano-Omachi and Matsumoto on the Oito Line.
-Reverse route is also available for both courses.
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-Refunds are available at the “Purchase Locations” for unused tickets within their validity term (before departure time of the designated train) for a 
prescribed handling surcharge.
-If you miss your designated train, you may ride on a non-reserved seat in the ordinary cars of a train that departs after your designated train, on and only 
on your designated departure date.
-Please refer to the JR Central website for the rules that apply if you lose your ticket.

-With the Hida Course, reserved seats on ordinary cars of Limited Express Wide View Hida and Limited Express Wide view Shinano are available one time each for both to and from the Alpine Route.
-With the Shirasagi Course, reserved seats on ordinary cars of Limited Express Shirasagi and Limited Express Wide View Shinano are available one time each for both to and from the Alpine Route.
*Reserved seats on ordinary cars are available for respective trains (ex.Shinano and Azusa) only when transferring to a limited express train at Shiojiri or Matsumoto when travelling 
between Nagoya and Shinano-Omachi.
-For Type A, unlimited travel is offered between Toyama and Tateyama and between Terada and Unazuki Onsen stations on the Toyama Chihou Tetsudou railways (non-reserved seats 
on ordinary cars of limited express/local trains).
-For Type B, unlimited travel is offered between Toyama and Tateyama on Toyama Chihou Tetsudou railways (non-reserved seats on ordinary cars of limited express/local trains)(no 
travel between Terada and Unazuki Onsen stations).

July & August
In October, there may be snowfall in Murodo, but the weather is still not freezing cold.A warm jacket, or better yet a 
windproof jacket, is recommended.
Temperature often drops below 0°C, so you should prepare well for the freezing weather by wearing thick jackets, scarves, and gloves.

Murodo and the Midagahara Plateau are still covered with snow, but the weather is not freezing cold — around 10° to 15°C. Water-resistant 
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The Alpine route is best for a visit in summer, but high up on the mountain, the sunlight can be very bright. Wear a 
long-sleeved shirt or jacket to prevent sunburn. Sunblock is also recommended.

◎Limited express
On JR lines, limited express trains require both the basic fare ticket as well as a limited express ticket, charged separately. However, rail companies other 
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designated sections as you wish with no additional charge.
◎Reserved seats (for JR)
Train cars and seating can be reserved. To use reserved seating on a limited express, before boarding the train either purchase a limited express reserved 
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◎Non-reserved seats (for JR)
Neither trains nor seats can be reserved. However, non-reserved seats in limited expresses will also require in addition to the regular ticket a non-reserved 
limited express ticket (charged separately).
Note: With the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Ticket, if a section is within the area, a limited express can be used with no additional charge.
◎Midori no Madoguchi
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be seen throughout Japan.
◎Getting-off mid-journey
This refers to leaving the station within the sections indicated on the ticket. This does not apply to getting off the train for transferring, if you do not pass 
through the ticket gate. Tickets that permit this allow the user to continue travel to their destination using the same ticket. However, with the exception of 
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◎Mobile phones
Please refrain from using mobile phones within trains. Additionally, please show consideration to other passengers by turning your phone to silent mode.
◎Food and drink, garbage
You are free to consume food and drink on limited expresses and other trains, but instead of leaving empty food containers, cans, and garbage on the 
seats, please discard these in the waste receptacles within the train or on the platforms. Additionally, garbage may need to be separated depending on its 
composition, so please dispose of garbage as indicated.
◎Lining up
If other passengers are lining up at the location of the carriage door as displayed on the platform, this lets everyone board the train in an orderly fashion.
◎Departure times
Japanese railway timetables are accurate, and trains normally run on time. Additionally, even if you have a reserved seat, the train will not wait for you. 
Please ensure you are on time for departures.

Condition of the use Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Ticket

Terms and Rules for Japanese Railways

Things to know when using railways within Japan

Weather and clothing when traveling the Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route
April, May & June

July & August

September & October
November

Chubu District Tranport Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 
Central Japan Tourism Promotion Association

Central Japan website go-centraljapan.jp/en


